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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Does the system come with a DVR?
Yes. The system has a digital video recorded built into the LCD monitor.

Does the system record onto a disk?
Yes. It has a pre-installed security certified hard disk. The Seagate® SV35™ Series surveillance
hard disk is specifically designed for 100% duty cycle, 24/7 operation.

How much storage space does the DVR have?
The DVR has 320 gigabytes (GB) of storage space.* It will provide 10 days of continuous
recording for 4 cameras “out of the box.” You can expand this to weeks or months if using motion
based recording. Use the storage calculator software (on the included software CD) to calculate
the storage time based on your system settings. It is also available online: http://
lorexstore.lorextechnology.com/product.aspx?id=1847&nav=1
*Size of the pre-installed hard drive depends on model. The system can be expanded up to 1
terabyte (maximum). For more information, see our consumer guide on Hard Drive Storage and
Storage Capacity.

What happens when the hard drive is full?
You can set the system to stop recording once the hard drive is full, or have the system overwrite
previously recorded data (the system will overwrite the oldest recorded data first). Please refer to
the system instruction manual for complete details on using the Overwrite setting.

I do not want the system in plain sight. Can it be behind closed doors?
Yes, but please ensure there is enough ventilation for the system as you do not want it to overheat.

Can I playback video and record at the same time?
Yes. The system offers complete Pentaplex operation: view, record, playback, backup, and
remote setup simultaneously.

Can the system record audio?
Yes. The system has four audio channels. DIN cameras or audio capable BNC cameras are
required for audio recording.
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Frequently Asked Questions

How do I view recorded video?
You can search and playback recorded video directly on your system, or view recorded video on
your PC over your local network or over the Internet using the included Lorex Client software.

Can I view live video from the cameras when the system is connected to
the Internet?
Yes. Using the included Lorex Client remote surveillance software, you can view live video from
all connected cameras, as well as search and playback recorded video. If you choose to expand
your security network, Lorex Client can also control multiple systems in different locations.

Can I view just one camera at a time?
Yes. You can set the viewing mode to single (full-screen), quad, 6-split, and 8-split. You can also
have the system automatically switch between channels and even connect a second monitor to
view specific cameras from a different location.

In the event we are trying to identify someone, will the split-screen
images make it difficult to clearly see individual faces and details?
You can always view recorded video in full screen during playback. Identifying details depends on
how far the objects are from the cameras. If you have specific needs such as recognizing a license
plate from a distance, you may need to consider specialized cameras.

I need to make a copy of the hard drive for our archives or for the
authorities in the event of any criminal activity.
You can backup recorded data using any external USB device (flash drive, hard drive, CD-RW,
DVD-RW) and also to your PC using the Lorex Client remote software. Furthermore, you can
schedule an automatic backup to an external USB device or to an FTP server over your network.

Do you offer professional installation?
The system is designed for easy setup and installation. However, if you desire professional
installation, please contact the national third party installation company listed on our website:
www.lorexcctv.com/installation
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